CREATE ECONOMIC VALUE.
ENHANCE CLINICAL
PERFORMANCE.
INNOVATE FOR LIFE.
Create a more innovative lab with
MosaiQ™ by Quotient, a diagnostic solution
that promotes productivity, economic and
clinical value, and fast, comprehensive test
results to improve donor screening.
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One solution.
Multiple tests.
Maximum flexibility.
The MosaiQ solution combines a fully automated instrument,
an innovative microarray, and a smart algorithm to provide
multimodal, multiplex testing.

IN DEVELOPMENT

CE MARKED &
AVAILABLE NOW

Applications
Immunohematology with
extensive phenotyping
Serological Disease Screening
Clinical Diagnostics
Molecular disease screening will also be developed
as a modular addition to the MosaiQ solution.

How the MosaiQ Solution Works
Three components. Comprehensive results.

01 Fast
Fully automated instrument—
sample to result
Consolidates instruments and
tasks across a laboratory onto a
single system
High-throughput, producing results
from up to 3,000 samples in 24 hours
Easy-to-use, with start-up and
maintenance in under 30 minutes

03 Intelligent

02 Simple
An innovative,
multiplexing microarray

Smart algorithm,
reliable results

Distinctive design—up to 132 spots
of microscopically printed biologic
material enable multiplexed results
in a single step

Displays clear results on the graphical
user interface with no need for user
interpretation—analysis is completed
by the instrument

Provides extended blood grouping and
antibody screening on every donation

Uses a direct method for antigen
detection and an indirect method
for antibody screening, delivering
flexibility thanks to multimodality
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Why MosaiQ?
More value for your lab.
Improved donor screening.
The MosaiQ solution delivers both economic and
clinical benefits.
Lower operating costs
Access extended blood grouping and antibody
screening results at one time, and deliver fast,
comprehensive results—all in a single step.

Streamline operations
Easy-to-use and designed to perform multiple
assays at the same time, MosaiQ can replace
the need for multiple analyzers.

Increase staff value
As a single platform with standardized
technology, MosaiQ will make it easier to
optimize testing resources while enabling staff
to focus on more value-added tasks.

Improve blood safety
Reduce the potential risk of error from timeconsuming manual blood typing and antibody
investigations, and provide better-matched
donations for patients.

“
“

MosaiQ is the most user friendly
instrument I’ve used in my 27 years
in the lab.
Large EU Donor Laboratory Customer
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Introducing the MosaiQ
Immunohematology (IH)
Donor Extended Microarray
Extensive red blood cell phenotyping, forward and
reverse grouping and antibody screening.
Automated testing, better insights,
safer blood
Deliver extensively characterized donations
in one run
Perform extended blood phenotyping,
facilitate improved blood matching, and help
identify donors to facilitate availability of 		
units for rarer blood types
Reduce the risk of potential error from
time-consuming manual typing for a safer 		
blood supply
MosaiQ Immunohematology (IH) Donor Extended Magazine.
Product #120204
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The MosaiQ Solution:
More value for your lab.

The MosaiQ solution is designed to limit technicians’ interactions
with instruments to maximize efficiency.
Lab assessments show that a large EU laboratory could expect the following
results by replacing their current solutions with the MosaiQ system:

1
Tube

All

1

Reagents ready to use

Single step to start

Subsequent
results in

35 24
Minutes

seconds

From start to first result

With the IH Donor Extended Microarray
(CE marked & available now)

Increase process efficiency by

Reduce testing technical time by

20%

30%

Plus the SDS Microarray
(in development)

Increase process efficiency by

Reduce testing technical time by

20%

60%
Learn how to create a more efficient lab with an
#InnovateMyLab session.
Reach out today and discover how the MosaiQ solution can innovate your lab.
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About Quotient
Building on over 30 years of experience in transfusion diagnostics, Quotient is a commercial-stage diagnostics
company committed to delivering solutions that reshape the way diagnostics is practiced. MosaiQ, Quotient’s
proprietary multiplex microarray technology, offers the world’s ﬁrst fully automated, consolidated testing
platform, allowing for multiple tests across different modalities. MosaiQ is designed to be a game-changing
solution, which Quotient believes will increase efﬁciencies, improve clinical practice, and deliver signiﬁcant
workﬂow improvements and operational cost savings to laboratories around the world. Quotient’s operations
are based in Switzerland, Scotland, US and the UAE.

Contact us www.quotientbd.com/page/mosaiq-inquiry
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